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Adventure East Fall Foliage Paddles Provide Peak Fun for Visitors and Locals
Friendly Guides and Beautiful Sights Ready To Greet Outdoor Enthusiasts Into Mid-November
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Adventure East, an outdoor tourism outfitter based in Sunderland, Massachusetts, is hosting
Fall Foliage Paddles on Sunday, November 7, 2021, and Sunday, November 14, 2021. These
tours are an excellent activity for friends, families, groups, and couples. Led by experienced
guides, these tours make getting out onto the Connecticut River more accessible for those
without extensive experience or gear of their own.
Local resident, Chelsea Swasey attended a recent Sunday Paddle and shared “The Sunday
paddle was awesome. The guides were simply my favorite part, they were funny, outgoing, and
seemed like it wasn't my first time meeting them. It was also a nice way to get fresh air and to
see our hometowns in a different perspective.”
William Mullin, another recent Sunday paddler with Adventure East shared, “The two guides
were very knowledgeable and gave a lot of good kayaking tips. We even had interesting
conversations while paddling.”
Brad Walker, Adventure East Paddling Coordinator and Guide, shared about his latest
expedition with a group of paddlers on a Fall Foliage Paddle, “Despite reports of ‘no fall colors’
we had a great time showing folks from across the country some beautiful (and colorful) sights

along the CT River. One of my favorite things is to spot bald eagles newly exposed in the trees
while the leaves drift down and float with us.”
Walker also shared his enthusiasm about continuing paddling adventures during the cold
season, “We are excited to show off a phenomenon that is unique to dam-controlled rivers
around the winter season: miles-long strings of ice ‘pearls’ and other amazing ice
formations—you’ll have to join us for a paddle to see it yourself.”
To sign up for the Fall Foliage Paddle, visit the Adventure East website.
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About Adventure East

Adventure East makes it easy to have fun, outdoor experiences where you can focus on
enjoying the natural beauty of Western Massachusetts without the hassle of planning and
figuring out logistics.
We aim to provide the resources that will help anyone and everyone be able to experience the
outdoors in Western Massachusetts. Visit our website.
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